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FINALLY THE WAIT IS OVER
With IDABUS, there is a cloud successor to Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM). Identity management enables the 
individual adaptation of different company requirements. With IDABUS, it is possible to manage your company's 
users and data, synchronise them with other systems and map various company processes. IDABUS implements 
a central access control system by automatically controlling the users' access to required data and applications.

FEATURES & COMPONENTS

Performance
The performance of the IDABUS software (frontend 

and backend) is dynamically scalable to better 
compensate for workload peaks.

Security
Securing via further Azure Services possible 
(Microsoft Defender and API Management).

Support
A 24/7 HelpDesk in English and German is available 

for the IDABUS software.

Self-service user interface
The customisable user interface allows users to have 

an individual view of the corporate structure. It is 
also possible to request authorisations and group 

memberships as a self-service.

Authentication
Single Sign On for Azure AD and other Kerberos-

based systems.

Migration
Providing a free migration tool to ensure a semi-
automated migration of your MIM 2016 environ-

ment.
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Object history
All data is backed up in accordance with compliance 
guidelines and can be output in attractive reports.

RBAC
The IDABUS-RBAC extension enables sophisticated 

access and authorisation control and can be 
provisioned in various connected systems.

Efficiency improvement
Workflows for onboarding/offboarding scenarios 

and other business processes reduce manual 
intervention to manage users. 

Visual support 

Workflow simulation
In order to test the business logic in advance or 
to analyse the effects of individual workflows, it 

is possible to execute the functionality in preview 
mode. This allows the potential effects to be viewed 

in advance.

Process resumption
If a workflow request fails or is stopped, the 

process can be resumed at a specific point to apply 
the remaining business logic.

Component extension
If complex role management is required, the IDABUS 
system can be extended accordingly to connect the 
access governance software of our partner NEXIS.
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